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Introduction: Spherule texture can be formed in impact reac-
tion during meteoritic impact in air. There are no reports on 
spherule-chained texture with iron oxides in composition and 
micro-texture with 100nm order [1]. The purpose of the present 
study  is to elucidate spherule-chained texture with micro-texture 
of 100nm in order found in the Kuga iron meteorite, Iwakuni, 
Yamaguchi, Japan.  

Complex textures in the Kuga meteorite:  The Kuga iron 
meteorite found in Kuga, Iwakuni, Yamaguchi, Japan shows 
spherule-chained texture with Fe, Ni-rich composition with 10μm 
in size, where each spherule contained long micro-texture in 
100nm in size (Fig.1) [1,2]. The complex texture can be found 
only in fusion crust probably formed by vapor-melting process in 
air.  The FE-ASEM analyses by an in-situ observation indicate 
that the matrix of the spherule-chained texture with Fe, Ni, O-
rich composition is carbon-rich composition probably formed 
impact reactions in air.  

                      
Figure 1.  Electron micrograph (FE-SEM) of Fe-Ni-Cl rich spher-
ules with spherule-chained shapes in the Kuga meteorite found in 
Kuga, Yamaguchi, Japan taken by author [1,2]. 

 
Comparison with the Kuga and Martian meteorite: Rem-

nant of life in ocean can be found by mineralized fossil, which 
can be found in deep interior of the Earth and the Martian mete-
orite ALH84001 shows bacteria-like chained texture of magnetite 
in composition (in 100nm order) around carbonate spherules 
formed by water reaction on the Mars [3]. Similarity of bacteria-
like texture of the ALH84001 compared with the Kuga  meteor-
ites are composition of Fe-rich, C-bearing, chained texture of 
small size probably  replaced by Fe and O-rich composition in 
air. Big difference of these textures is no carbonates minerals in 
the Kuga meteorite [1,2,3].  

Summary: Spherule-chained texture with Fe, Ni and Cl has 
been obtained at fusion crust of the  Kuga iron meteorite found in  
Japan, where the Kuga iron meteorite is different with the Mar-
tian meteoriteALH84001 with several steps of formation includ-
ing carbonate formation. 
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